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In a world that divides us, technology creates connection. Cell phones, e-mail, digital cameras, personal Web sites—they all join us, however tenuously, to what we value. Is connectivity what we’re willing to pay for? Should technology be our servant or a tool that helps us do other things? What can we really learn from Napster? What would intelligent standards for touch-screen user interface look like? How does technology evolve, and what drives that evolution?
    For Dan Bricklin, technology cannot exist independently of the lives and needs of those who use it. For more than a decade he has shared his thoughts on this essential interdependence in blogs, podcasts, and essays. This volume compiles those observations, putting together case histories and new reflections for a fascinating study of how people and technology affect one another. Whether you’re a software developer or a student of human nature, you’ll find yourself drawn into this most intriguing discourse—because you are its subject.    

       About the Author
   

Inventor, entrepreneur, and longtime blogger Dan Bricklin explores a diverse collection of subjects in this book. From the personal conversations of commuters heading home to those of warriors guiding missiles . . . from music to gesture recognition on the Apple iPhone . . . from the American Revolution to today's political conventions . . . from nuclear power plants to simple tools used by millions . . . this is technology at the human level.
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iSCSI: The Universal Storage ConnectionAddison Wesley, 2002
iSCSI: The Universal Storage Connection is an informative overview and in-depth guide to the emerging iSCSI standard, the technology that enables data storage, access, and management over networks, intranets, and the Internet. The iSCSI protocol reduces the total cost of ownership of shared storage solutions and enables an...
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Robotic Welding, Intelligence and Automation (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2007


	Robotic welding systems have been used in different types of manufacturing. They can

	provide several benefits in welding applications. The most prominent advantages of

	robotic welding are precision and productivity. Another benefit is that labor costs can be

	reduced. Robotic welding also reduces risk by moving the human...
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Quantum Bio-informatics IV: From Quantum Information to Bio-informatics (Qp-Pq: Quantum Probability and White Noise Analysis)World Scientific Publishing, 2011

	The purpose of this proceedings volume is to return to the starting point of bio-informatics and quantum information, fields that are growing rapidly at present, and to seriously attempt mutual interaction between the two, with a view to enumerating and solving the many fundamental problems they entail. For such a purpose, we look for...
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Cloud Computing StrategiesCRC Press, 2010


	Over the last few years daily papers as well as weekly and monthly magazines and

	the media have been heralding “digital U.S.,” “digital Europe,” and “digital Asia.”

	America and most countries of the European Union are already wired. They score

	highly on access to broadband, while Internet has...
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Stochastic Analysis in Production Process and Ecology Under UncertaintySpringer, 2012

	The monograph addresses a problem of stochastic analysis based on the uncertainty assessment by simulation and application of this method in ecology and steel industry under uncertainty. The first chapter defines the Monte Carlo (MC) method and random variables in stochastic models. Chapter two deals with the contamination transport in porous...
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Information Tomorrow; Reflections on Technology ad the Future of Public and Academic LibrariesInformation Today, 2007
I’ve had the opportunity to read and re-read the book you’re holding, and you are in for a treat. It is rare for one book to cover so much of the horizon for an entire sector, but Information Tomorrow outlines so many of the major building blocks for our future. And it is written by some of the freshest and best library thinkers of our...
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